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ENGEL at JEC World 2023 

Integrated thermoplastic process for lowest 

unit costs in composite lightweights  

 

Schwertberg, Austria – March 2023 

With its many years of injection moulding experience and outstanding automa-

tion expertise, ENGEL develops highly cost-effective production concepts for 

the manufacture of composite parts in large quantities. At JEC World 2023 from 

25 to 27 April in Paris, the machine manufacturer – headquartered in Austria – 

is demonstrating how high production efficiency and cost effectiveness can be 

combined with sustainability for both the aerospace and automotive industries.  

 

In the ENGEL organomelt process, thermoplastic fibre composite preforms – for example, 

thermoplastic sheet and UD-tapes – are formed and functionalised in a single integrated 

step. For example, reinforcing ribs or assembly elements are moulded immediately in the 

same mould after thermoforming using a thermoplastic from the same matrix material group 

as the thermoplastic sheet. This not only enables a highly efficient and fully automated pro-

duction process, but also contributes to the circular economy. The consistent thermoplastic 

mono-material approach facilitates subsequent recycling of the parts.  

At its stand in Paris, ENGEL is demonstrating the huge potential of organomelt lightweight 

technology with a live machine exhibit. An ENGEL victory 660/160 injection moulding ma-

chine and an ENGEL easix articulated robot are being used to automate the production of 

inspection flaps for the fuselage of passenger aircraft. The production cell also includes an IR 

oven, which also comes from ENGEL in-house development and production.  

To showcase the wide range of applications in both the aerospace and automotive sectors, 

two different material systems are being processed alternately during the three days of the 

fair. On the one hand, thermoplastic sheets with a PEEK matrix are being overmoulded with 
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a PEEK, while, on the other, PPA-based thermoplastic sheets are being processed in combi-

nation with PPA.  

The thermoplastic sheets are heated in the IR oven, taken into the mould by the robot, 

formed in the mould and immediately overmoulded. The reinforcement ribs and a mounting 

clip are formed.  

Heating up the thermoplastic sheet is a process step which determines the cycle time and is 

also relevant to quality. The thickness of the preform defines the heat-up and cool-down 

times. Heating up the material quickly without damaging it is important, as are short paths for 

transporting the heated thermoplastic sheet to the mould, to avoid the sheet cooling down 

again on the way to the mould and losing its malleability. This is where tie-bar-less technolo-

gy of the victory machine plays to its strengths. Barrier-free access to the mould area makes 

it possible to position the IR oven very close to the mould. And the robot can take the short-

est path to the mould without working around interference contours. Both factors accelerate 

hot handling and ensure process consistency and high component quality.  

In integrated ENGEL system solutions, the robot and the IR oven are integrated into the in-

jection moulding machine's CC300 control unit. This allows the entire process to be operated 

centrally using the machine display. Another advantage is that the injection moulding ma-

chine, robot and IR oven access the same database and precisely coordinate their motion 

sequences with one another. This reduces the cycle time in many applications.  

 

Huge potential in all fields of mobility 

Developed for efficient, large-scale production, the ENGEL organomelt process has quickly 

established itself in the automotive industry, but is also attracting great interest from other 

sectors. "We are increasingly seeing inquiries from the aerospace industry," reports Christian 

Wolfsberger, Business Development Manager Composite Technologies at ENGEL. "In the 

aerospace industry, thermoset materials are increasingly being replaced by thermoplastics." 

The drivers of this development include cost pressure and sustainability targets. The con-

sistent use of thermoplastic materials enables a high degree of process integration to ensure 

totally worry-free functionalisation of the parts; this, in turn, reduces the time taken, the raw 

material input and the energy requirements.  
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Where different material systems and several independent production steps are typically 

required, ENGEL organomelt only needs a single integrated production cell. Inspection flaps 

for the aircraft fuselage are the best example of this. Until now, they have been produced as 

thermoset sandwich parts with milled aluminium parts bolted on.  

Reducing CO2 emissions is a declared goal of the aviation industry in addition to improving 

cost efficiency. An aircraft emits the most CO2 during its service life while it is in the air. This 

makes the leverage of innovative lightweight construction technologies correspondingly high, 

especially if these technologies can also help to close the material cycle at the end of the 

part's service life, and this is the case with the ENGEL organomelt process, which produces 

purely thermoplastic parts.  

ENGEL sees huge potential for the organomelt process in aircraft production. The required 

quantities of structural elements and parts for the passenger cabin are continuously increas-

ing. Further potential is opening up worldwide in the fields of urban air mobility, which in-

cludes air cabs, and logistics, where transport drones are increasingly being used.  

ENGEL is showcasing the production of the inspection flaps at JEC World 2023 in coopera-

tion with its customer FACC (Ried im Innkreis, Austria). The other project partners are En-

singer (Nufringen, Germany), Victrex (Lancashire, Great Britain) and Kuraray (Hattersheim 

am Main, Germany) for the raw materials and Neue Materialien Fürth in Germany for the part 

design and simulation. 

Another partner company will be exhibiting in its own Expert Corner at the ENGEL stand. 

Voidsy, headquartered in Wels, Austria, is presenting an ultra-compact system for zero-

contact and non-destructive material and component testing using active thermography.  

 

Reduced assembly overhead and labour costs 

A further Expert Corner is dedicated to automotive applications with ENGEL organomelt. 

Among other things, the SPE Award-winning front-end module carrier by Lucid Motors is 

being showcased. Series production of the part is by ElringKlinger – headquartered in 

Dettingen an der Erms, Germany – and relies on the ENGEL organomelt process. Depend-

ing on the vehicle type, the front-end module carrier acts as a support for the charge air 
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cooler, the headlamp modules, the wash-water tank, the horn, the distance radar module or 

the air intake. It also supports the bonnet through add-on bonnet locks. 

ElringKlinger has succeeded in minimising both the number of pre- and post-machining steps 

and the costs, despite a total of 37 inserts. The extremely high level of functional integration 

in the injection moulding process results in lower assembly overhead, which, in turn, reduces 

labour costs. The front-end module carrier is used in the "Air", the first electric vehicle model 

by US car manufacturer Lucid Motors.  

ENGEL at JEC World 2023: Hall 5, Stand N79 

 

 

The sustainable and cost-efficient thermoplastic alternative to the previous 
thermoset solution with bolted-on milled aluminium parts: at JEC World 
2023, ENGEL is producing inspection flaps for passenger aircraft using the 
ENGEL organomelt process. (Picture: ENGEL) 
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Process integration is key to reducing production costs. The heat-
ed thermoplastic sheet is formed in the injection moulding machine 
and immediately overmoulded to create the reinforcing and func-
tional elements. (Picture: ENGEL) 

 

 

Produced using the ENGEL organomelt process: front-end module 
carrier for the new "Air" electric vehicles by Lucid Motors. (Picture: 
Elring Klinger) 

 

 

ENGEL AUSTRIA GmbH 

ENGEL is one of the global leaders in the manufacture of plastics processing machines. Today, the 
ENGEL Group offers a full range of technology modules for plastics processing as a single source 
supplier: injection moulding machines for thermoplastics and elastomers together with automation, 
with individual components also being competitive and successful in the market. With nine production 
plants in Europe, North America and Asia (China and Korea), and subsidiaries and representatives in 
more than 85 countries, ENGEL offers its customers the excellent global support they need to com-
pete and succeed with new technologies and leading-edge production systems. 
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Contact for journalists: 
Susanne Zinckgraf, Manager Public Relations, ENGEL AUSTRIA GmbH,  
Ludwig-Engel-Strasse 1, A-4311 Schwertberg, Austria 
PR Office: Theodor-Heuss-Strasse 85, D-67435 Neustadt, Germany,  
Tel.: +49 (0)6327 976 9902, fax: -03, email: susanne.zinckgraf@engel.at 

Contact for readers: 
ENGEL AUSTRIA GmbH, Ludwig-Engel-Strasse 1, A-4311 Schwertberg, Austria, 
Tel.: +43 (0)50 6200, fax: -3009, e-mail: sales@engel.at 

Legal notice: 
The common names, trade names, product names and similar cited in this press release are protected 
by copyright. They may also include trademarks and be protected as such without being specifically 
highlighted.  
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